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As legion of Sith have conquered what was left of the Empire and the Jedi have fled into hiding, renounced Jedi Cade Skywalker
must reluctantly live up to the Skywalker legacy and his destiny of saving the universe.
Following a time of relative peace after Luke Skywalker unified the Jedi order, his descendants face a new threat to the galaxy
seeking to destroy the last of the Jedi.
As civil war spreads throughout the galaxy, the Solo/Skywalker clan confronts its own challenges, as Jacen Solo, now a full Sith
Lord, seizes control of the Galactic Alliance and Luke Skywalker must decide whether or not to support Jacen or to join the re
Ania Solo is just a girl trying to make her way in the galaxy - and have a little adventure on the way But when she stumbles
upon a broken communications droid and a missing lightsaber, a little adventure turns into a whole lot of trouble - for Ania and
her friends
Recipes, Stories, and Inspiration to Bake Your Way to the Top: a Baking Book
Legacy of the Jedi / Secrets of the Jedi
Invincible: Star Wars Legends (Legacy of the Force)
The Clone Wars Vol. 1

With the fate of the galaxy hanging in the balance, Jaina Solor, Ben Skywalker, and Luke Skywalker all contemplate previously unthinkable
strategies in order to take down the tyrannical Sith Lord Jacen Solo.
This is the era of Luke Skywalker's legacy: the Jedi Master has unified the order into a cohesive group of powerful Jedi Knights. However, as
this era begins, planetary interests threaten to disrupt this time of relative peace and Luke is plagued by visions of an approaching darkness.
Melding the galaxy into one cohesive political whole after the savage war with the Yuuzhan Vong is not the easiest task, and already some
worlds are chafing under the demands of the new government. Civil war may be brewing, and the Skywalker-Solo clan find that they might
not all be on the same side. Meanwhile, evil is rising again--out of the best intentions--and it looks like the legacy of the Skywalkers may
come full circle...
Rhyming text and colorful illustrations enhance a charming bedtime picture book based on a popular spiritual. By the author of Cha-Cha
Chimps.
Elizabeth has just started working as a page at the New York Circulating Material Repository - a lending library of objects, contemporary
and historical, common and obscure. And secret, too - for in the repository's basement lies the Grimm Collection, a room of magical items
straight from the Grimm Brother's fairy tales. But the magic mirrors and seven-league boots and other items are starting to disappear. And
before she knows it, she and her fellow pages - handsome Marc, perfect Anjali, and brooding Aaron - are suddenly caught up in an
exciting, and dangerous, magical adventure.
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Star Wars: Legacy Volume 5--The Hidden Temple
Star Wars Legacy - Empire of One
Life Is What You Bake It
Legacy continues to expand into the uncharted future of the Star Wars universe! A shakeup in the Sith leadership has
made the galaxy a worse place, not a better one. On the planet of Dac, the Mon Calamari are still feeling the wrath of
Darth Krayt̶their punishment for betraying the Sith Empire. Meanwhile, a victory has turned sour̶and possibly
deadly̶for Cade Skywalker and his companions. And the Galactic Alliance comes closer to forming an alliance with
deposed Emperor Roan Fel s forces against their mutual enemy. Now, if they can just agree on who that enemy is...
A new era of exciting adventures and shocking revelations continues to unfold, as the legendary Star Wars saga sweeps
forward into astonishing new territory. Civil war looms as the fledgling Galactic Alliance confronts a growing number of
rebellious worlds‒and the approaching war is tearing the Skywalker and Solo families apart. Han and Leia return to
Han s homeworld, Corellia, the heart of the resistance. Their children, Jacen and Jaina, are soldiers in the Galactic
Alliance s campaign to crush the insurgents. Jacen, now a complete master of the Force, has his own plans to bring
order to the galaxy. Guided by his Sith mentor, Lumiya, and with Luke s young son Ben at his side, Jacen embarks on
the same path that his grandfather Darth Vader once did. And while Han and Leia watch their only son become a
stranger, a secret assassin entangles the couple with a dreaded name from Han s past: Boba Fett. In the new galactic
order, friends and enemies are no longer what they seem. . . . Features a bonus section following the novel that includes
a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars
books of the last thirty years!
When Darth Wredd breaks Imperial Knight Jao Assam out of prison, he clearly has big plans that involve both the
Triumvirate and the remaining Sith. If Jao could be turned to the dark side, the whole Triumvirate could be in jeopardy.
Empress Fel enlists Ania Solo and her friends in a covert rescue mission - but Ania and her pals are unaware they're
headed into a showdown between the Sith and the Imperial Knights
"The first Black person to win The Great American Baking Show shares her story of personal growth and more than 100
delicious recipes. Popular baking personality and lawyer turned baker Vallery Lomas was ecstatic when she learned she
won the third season of The Great American Baking Show. However, her win was never seen by the world--Vallery's
season was pulled after just a few episodes when one of the judges became a focal point in a Me Too accusation. Rather
than throwing in her whisk and lamenting all of the missed opportunities she hoped to receive (Book deal! Product
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endorsements! TV show!), she held her head high and hustled--which resulted in her getting press coverage everywhere
from CNN to People magazine. Now, Vallery debuts her first baking book. With 100 recipes for everything from Apple
Cider Fritters to Lemon-Honey Madeleines and Crawfish Hand Pies to her Grandma's Million Dollar Cake. Vallery shares
heirloom family recipes from her native Louisiana, time spent in Paris, The Great American Baking Show, and of course
sweets and breads inspired by her adopted hometown, New York City. Vallery's "when life gives you lemons, make
lemon curd" philosophy will empower legions of bakers and fans to find their inner warrior and bake their best life"-Legacy Vol. 2
Angels Watching Over Me
Secrets of the Jedi
Star Wars - Legacy
Please note: This collection contains Rebellion Volume 4 (Rebellion #15-#16) and Legacy Volume 6 (Legacy
#28-#31). Vector is an epic story with repercussions for every era and every hero in the Star Wars galaxy. Told in
four chapters, this is the concluding volume. In chapter 3 (Rebellion Volume 4), Luke Skywalker and Princess Leia
have to deal with Vector as it crosses their paths and changes the galaxy! On the dark surface of a desolate moon,
Luke meets his first Jedi since Obi-Wan Kenobi, only to realize too late that Celeste Morne is far different than his
fallen friend—twisted by a Sith talisman and enraged by Darth Vader! Then, over 135 years later, in the final
chapter (Legacy Volume 6), Cade Skywalker's plan to assassinate Emperor Darth Krayt is aided by a "secret
weapon" in the form of Celeste Morne—the Jedi Knight of the Old Republic who is in possession of, and possibly
possessed by, the powerful Muur Talisman. Cade and Celeste will change the galaxy—for better, or for worse! • The
epic Star Wars: Vector story line spreads over four thousand years of history and crosses over four comic-book
series—Rebellion, Knights of the Old Republic, Dark Times, and Legacy!
Kemp delivers an original adventure of the good, the bad, and the unknown in the Star Wars galaxy, following on the
events of the "New York Times" bestseller "Crosscurrent." Original.
InfernoDel Rey Books
Collects Star Wars: Legacy (2013) #6-10. Ania Solo and Imperial Knight Jao Assam break with the Galactic
Triumvirate to track down the Sith Lord Darth Wredd. The trail leads Ania and Jao to a dead Mon Calamari
planetand another Sith Lord and his army of pirates!
Star Wars: Legacy of the Force V - Sacrifice
Inferno
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Revelation
Star Wars Legacy II Vol. 2
Although it is understood that Jedi aren't allowed to form attachments, Master Obi-Wan's apprentice Anakin
Skywalker has secretly married Padme Amidala and it is feared that having done so may affect his next
important mission to locate a piece of technology during the Clone Wars.
Forty years after the Battle of Yavin a dangerous new era in the Star Wars epic begins– the revelations are
shocking, the stakes desperate, and the enemy everywhere. As civil war threatens the unity of the Galactic
Alliance, Han and Leia Solo have enraged their families and the Jedi by joining the Corellian insurgents. But the
Solos draw the line when they discover the rebels’ plot to make the Hapan Consortium an ally– which rests upon
Hapan nobles murdering their pro-Alliance queen and her daughter. Yet the Solos’ selfless determination to
save the queen cannot dispel the inescapable consequences of their actions, that will pit mother against son
and brother against sister in the battles ahead. For as Jacen Solo’s dark powers grow stronger under the Dark
Jedi Lumiya, and his influence over Ben Skywalker becomes more insidious, Luke’s concern for his nephew
forces him into a life-and-death struggle against his fiercest foe, and Han and Leia Solo find themselves at the
mercy of their deadliest enemy . . . their son. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer
on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars
books of the last thirty years!
One hundred thirty-three years after Luke Skywalker made his final stand against the Emperor and Darth Vader,
the Galactic Alliance, Emperor-in-exile Roan Fel's forces, and the reunited Jedi Order are finally ready to take on
the Sith Empire. Everyone is out of hiding, and the battle lines have been drawn! Cade Skywalker is back in
action, as well—leading a personal vendetta against the Sith and brought to the brink of having to accept his
family legacy or deny it once and for all! • The galaxy united against the Sith Empire! • Collects Star Wars:
Legacy #47-#50.
Collects Star Wars: Legacy (2013) #1-5. Ania Solo is just a girl trying to make her way in the galaxy - and have a
little adventure along the way! But when she stumbles upon a broken communications droid and a missing
lightsaber, a little adventure turns into a whole lot of trouble...for Ania and her friends!
Star Wars Legends Epic Collection
Star Wars
Riptide
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Star Wars Legacy - Prisoner of the Floating World
Cade Skywalker and his crew are back to their old pirating ways, but soon find themselves stranded on Tatooine
- with a trio of Black Sun assassins on their trail! Elsewhere, Imperial deep-cover agent Morrigan Corde has plans
of her own. She'll stop at nothing to fi nd Cade...but the ghost of Luke Skywalker just might find him first!
Meanwhile, with Darth Krayt missing, the evil Sith Darth Wyyrlok has proclaimed himself the new emperor of the
galaxy. But the other Sith have their own ideas! And when the overthrown Empire-in-exile prepares to take back
control of the galaxy with their own Force users, will the Jedi join them to defeat a common enemy? In the far
future of Star Wars, nothing is what it seems! COLLECTING: STAR WARS: LEGACY (2006) 37-40, 42-50; STAR
WARS: LEGACY - WAR (2010) 1-6
The first story follows four generations of Jedi, including Dooku, Qui-Gon Jinn, Obi-Wan Kenobi, and Anakin
Skywalker; and, when Obi-Wan and Siri fall in love, their relationship has unforeseen consequences for
generations to come.
SACRIFICE is the fifth book in the 9-book Legacy of the Force series, a bold new Star Wars story arc for fans of
the New Jedi Order and the franchise's most popular characters: Luke, Han, and Leia. This is the middle book in
the series and the second of three hardcovers. The adventure continues, and one of our storylines comes to a
crucial and shocking climax. Things come to a head in the galaxy of the Skywalker and Solos when Jacen Solo
makes a horrifying decision from which there is no going back. For Luke, Han and Leia, nothing will ever be the
same again...
Cade Skywalker just wants to be left alone. But when you and your friends have just blown up half of the Sith
Temple, cut down two of Emperor Darth Krayt's most trusted minions, and you happen to be the last known heir
of the Skywalker legacy, people--bad people, and lots of them--are going to come knocking. The Empire's
retaliatory genocide on Mon Calamari is just the icing on the cake. Cade and his bounty-hunter band realize that
something must be done! If only there was somebody to help Cade save the galaxy and get the Sith off his back.
Maybe a bunch of Jedi? The secrets of the Hidden Temple are revealed-along with a spy who was once a friend! *
This is the future of Star Wars, the continuation of the story that started in the original trilogy, and none of it
has been seen before. * Collects issues #23 - #26
Star Wars: Vector Volume 2
Star Wars: Legacy Volume 7 Storms
Star Wars Legacy
Bloodlines: Star Wars Legends (Legacy of the Force)
The end of an era! Nearly 140 years after Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope, the galaxy is struggling to maintain a
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newfound peace. Ania Solo is trying to eke out a meager living by salvaging debris from the recently ended war -- but
when she stumbles upon a damaged communications droid and a stray lightsaber, she and her friends find themselves in
deep trouble! Wanted by both the local authorities and a very determined Imperial Knight, Ania will soon learn that the
lightsaber is at the center of a deadly plot -- one that leads straight back to the villainous Sith! And, at the very end of the
Star Wars Legends timeline, discover the final fate of C-3PO! COLLECTING: Star Wars: Legacy (2013) 1-18; material from
Star Wars Tales (1999) 19, Star Wars Visionaries (2005) 1
Jacen Solo's plans for galactic conquest are threatened when his parents, Han and Leia, join forces with the Corellian
rebels, while Luke struggles to deal with his grief over the loss of his wife, and Jaina, Jag, and Zekk search for the
assassin, unaware that their nemesis is a master of Sith powers. Original.
This title continues the story of the 'Star Wars Legacy' series, set 138 years after Luke destroys the Death Star
Collects Star Wars: Legacy (2006) #20-36, 41, 0-1/2. Feel the full fury of the Sith! Continue to explore the legacy of Star
Wars, a century in the future! With the Sith Empire and the Galactic Alliance locked in war, Admiral Gar Stazi steers his
flagship the Indomitable into all-out space combat! Emperor Krayt sets out to teach the galaxy a lesson in obedience! And
bounty hunter Cade Skywalker and his ragtag group settle scores! But when Cade heads to a hidden temple, will he find
Jedi for a new age? Master of magic Darth Wyyrlok undertakes his own crucial mission, the Mon Calamari face extinction
and Rogue Squadron encounters Mandalorian mayhem. But when the era-spanning Celeste Morne arrives in the future,
will she be the secret weapon that will help Cade take down Emperor Krayt once and for all?
Star Wars Legacy II Vol. 1
The Grimm Legacy
Fury
Star Wars: Legacy of the Force I - Betrayal

Collects Star Wars: Legacy (2006) #20-36, 41. A century after the death of Darth Vader, the
Sith have returned and the galaxy is on the brink of war. The one hope for stopping the Sith
lies with ex-Jedi and would-be pirate Cade Skywalker, the last of the Skywalker lineage. But
Cade has plans of his own . . .
A return to the planet where it all began—Tatooine! One hundred and thirty-three years after
the death of Darth Vader, the Skywalker line has reached another low point—in the person of
the last living heir, Cade Skywalker. Cade has abandoned his Jedi heritage for plans of quick
wealth and a pirate's life. And his actions have attracted all of the wrong kinds of attention.
Tracked by Imperial agents and targeted by Black Sun assassins, Cade is run to ground on
Tatooine, where his two most famous ancestors had roots. But even if he can evade those who
are trying to kill him, Cade can't escape the family legacy. Before this adventure is over, Cade
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will be forced to think about who he is and who he wants to be—helped along by his mother,
his half sister, and the ghost of Luke Skywalker! New York Times bestseller Star Wars: Legacy
includes the uncharted future of Star Wars and the Skywalkers! This volume collects issues
#37-#41.
Wayland is a once-fertile world transformed by alien biotechnology into a monstrous living
nightmare. The planet was the scene of Kol Skywalker's worst failure and his son Cade's first
brush with death. Now Cade and his friends have been lured back to Wayland, where a deadly
secret festers—and a life-changing decision waits for Cade. Meanwhile, across the galaxy, a
chance for peace erupts into a three-way battle between the Jedi, the Sith, and Roan Fel's
Imperial Knights! • Collects Legacy issues #42-#46. • The uncharted future of Star Wars and
the Skywalkers! • Jedi versus Sith! Finally!
The Republic is rocked by war! As the galaxy descends into confl ict, Separatists target the
Republic's crucial cloning facility - and only a squadron of Starfi ghters and a battalion of Jediled clone troopers stand in the way! Meanwhile, Naboo, home of Padmé Amidala, is the next
Separatist target! How will General Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker react as the Clone
Wars begin? And while the battle rages, Mace Windu struggles to reunite the divided Jedi!
Peacemaker Shaak Ti goes on the off ensive! Aayla Secura heads undercover! Yoda holds the
fate of a world in his hands! And Count Dooku pulls all the strings! COLLECTING: STAR WARS:
REPUBLIC 49-54; STAR WARS: JEDI - MACE WINDU, SHAAK TI, AAYLA SECURA, COUNT
DOOKU
Star Wars: Legacy Volume 9 -- Monster
Legacy
Exile
Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: Legacy Vol. 4
As Jacen Solo continues his victorious campaign against the Corellian rebels, Han and Leia Solo and Luke and Mara Skywalker begin to
suspect that someone has been manipulating the war, and unless the enemy can be stopped, galactic peace will be impossible.
No war can last forever. Now, in the long and punishing battle between the defiant champions of the New Jedi Order and the juggernaut that
is the Galactic Alliance, the endgame is finally at hand. With so much lost–and nothing less than the course of the future still at stake–there
can be no turning back. No matter the consequences. The rebel cause is losing ground under the twin blows of Admiral Gilad Pellaeon’ s
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assassination and the death of Mara Jade Skywalker. At the same time, having gained the support of the Imperial Remnant and its ruthlessly
efficient forces, the Galactic Alliance, with the extraordinary power and dark brilliance of newly ascendant Sith Lord Darth Caedus at its
helm, may be unstoppable. Tormented and torn between the call of duty and the thirst for vengeance, Luke has searched the Force and beheld
an unspeakable vision of the galaxy enslaved under tyranny more monstrous than even Palpatine’s. Now it seems that the last, best hope lies in
mobilizing the scattered Jedi for one decisive search-and-destroy mission. The objective: eliminate Darth Caedus. It’s a plan that will be as
difficult and dangerous to execute as it is daring. For Caedus is a scion of both the Skywalker and Solo bloodlines whose command of the
Force surpasses even that of his grandfather Darth Vader. There is only one who is bound by destiny to stand against him in what will surely
be a duel to the death, only one with an outside chance of bringing down the dark lord who was once Jacen Solo. Failure is not an option. The
furious final moments between power and peace are here, and whoever confronts Darth Caedus will decide the outcome–and the fate of
those left standing. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Star Wars Legacy - Outcasts of the Broken Ring
Star Wars: Legacy Volume 8 Tatooine
Star Wars Legacy Vol. 2
Tempest: Star Wars Legends (Legacy of the Force)
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